Varcos Value Add:
Personally knowing Vikrant Joshi for years together and working with him in Infosys was quite a
good experience.
So selecting Varcos as our ‘training partner’ was a quick and easy decision. It is near impossible to
have a trainer like him who comes with vast and rich IT exposure and excellent QA experience. So a
perfect combination of Practical and theory.
I can see remarkable difference in my team’s approach towards testing, their overall confidence.
Most of them are now ISTQB certified with VJs training and efforts. Most importantly we have
trained the freshers on Manual-Automation OR Manual- Performance tracks with VJ and they are
doing great in project. Very apt, quick and effective training for sure.

Overall Feedback on Varcos Trainings:
Overall feedback is extremely good. Our team members has rated Varcos very high.
In fact some of them starting referring Varcos to their friends for all types of IT trainings.
As VJ has a practical knowledge and experience, his way of teaching is simple and makes every
participant comfortable and that helps.

Impact of Varcos Trainings:
Their foundation and basics of QA are strong now apart from their Test automation or Performance
or Java skills.
Freshers can be quickly deployed in projects (Out of 10 trainee 08 are already in the Performance
project without any skill ramp up issues.).
Experienced team members, post training are adopting process driven approach, use various
techniques for testing.

Professionalism:
Varcos is very professional in their training methodology, assignments are solved in class, every
student is attended to for any doubts, class starts on time every day. Syllabus is not only completed
but any relevant topics which are not part of syllabus are also covered. They are comfortable using
Selenium, JMeter and Load runner in respective projects.

Final Words:
I will certainly recommend Varcos as Training partner to any sized IT company. They will certainly get
benefitted irrespective of size. We will not hesitate to rate Varcos 10/10. In simple words, Varcos is
our Training Partner for long term.
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